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This paper is concerned with an addressee object (Klaas 1994) as a subdivision of indirect objects (Laps aitab emal nõusid pesta ‘The child helps her mother to wash up’). The addressee object and the addresser object (Ma sain vennalt kirja ‘I got a letter from my brother’) form a subdivision of a partner object. Partner relationships in the sentence suggest also the reason why the partnership is started in the first place, i.e. another object which is directly linked to the predicate verb.
An addressee object comprises also a certain part of possessive indirect objects (the s.-c. possessor of some inseparable property or a notion, internally linked to a certain object), whereby the verb in such sentences with indirect objects is transitive, of course: Ema pesi õhtul lapsel jalgu ‘In the evening mother washed the child’s legs’.
When trying to interpret the syntactic position of an addressee object, we simultaneously have to deal with an indirect object and an agent adverbial/possessive adverbial.
The Estonian syntax does not recognize the regiminal modifier of the transitive verb as an object if it does not occur in the object cases. The strict preference of formal categories has expanded the class of Estonian adverbials unnaturally large. Indirect objects are also treated as adverbials, although by their semantic characteristics they are sooner objects (see also Klaas 1988 : 37–42; polemics: Erelt 1989 : 14–20)..
The paper is going to present sentences in Estonian, Finnish, Lithuanian, German and Russian, the same sentences in all the languages. The paper is going to observe a few verbs which change their regimen when new parts of the sentence are introduced (in this paper aitama ‘to help’, segama ‘to disturb’, käskima ‘to order’, keelama ‘to forbid’, soovitama ‘to recommend’, lubama ‘to allow’. It is not easy to find a semantic common denominator for verbs. The most general function, connecting the respective verbs could be the influencing of the partner although the verb aitama ‘to help’ belongs here only rather provisionally.
It could be said that the observed sentences in Indo-European languages indicate the regiminal dative whereby an addressee in the dative retains this case form also in these constructions in which the former is not an agent.

Lithuanian
Vaikas
‘The child
SgNom
padeda
to help
Pr3.Sg
motinai
mother’
SgDat

German
Das Kind
‘The child
SgNom
hilft
to help
Pr3.Sg
der Mutter
mother’
SgDat

Russian
Rebönok
‘The cild
SgNom
pomogaet
to help
Pr3.Sg
mame
mother’
SgDat

In Finnish an addressee may retain its direct object case form also in the incidences in which the agency of an addressee object is an additional condition in the sentence: Lapsi auttaa äitiä pesemään astioita.
The Estonian syntax, liable to influences, has in the observed verbs partially adopted the Indo-European pattern of forming constructions whereby the agency of an addressee object is an additional precondition for the use of the adessive: Laps aitab emal nõusid pesta ‘The child helps Mother to wash the dishes’.
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Argument structural constraints on combinations of verbs and perfective particles
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My aim is to present an overview of the argument structural constraints of Estonian verb-perfective particle combinations and to point out some problems of theories dealing with the relation between aspect and argument structure. Estonian perfective particles can be grouped into three types. The first type of perfective particle is referred to here as the completive perfective particle (or CP, e.g., ära ‘up, away, done’, läbi ‘up, through’, maha ‘down’, üles ‘up’, see examples (1), (2)), and the second type of perfective particle is referred to here as the bounding perfective particle (or BP, only in the form of ära, see examples (3)-(4)). (The third type, the directional perfective particle, is not studied here in detail.) Each type combines with a different set of verbs and yields a distinct interpretation (Tamm 2003). The character of the verbs that combine with either particle can be captured in aspectual terms. While the verbs combining with the CP are predominantly achievement and accomplishment verbs, there is a tendency of the BP to combine with activity verbs and, occasionally, with accomplishment verbs. I intend to show that, on the one hand, the occurrence of the CP is dependent on the presence of a direct internal argument and on the nature of the internal argument’s thematic and aspectual role. On the other hand, the external argument’s thematic role does not constrain the combinability with the CP. Differently from the CP, the BP can occur only with verbs the external argument of which has the agent thematic role, whereas the internal argument’s thematic role does not constrain the combinability with the BP. 

Examples of verbs that typically combine with CP are lugema ‘to read’, sööma ‘to eat’, sulatama ‘to melt’, surema ‘to die’, tapma ‘to kill’, and armuma ‘to fall in love.’ The internal argument of the verbs that combine with the CP is typically either a theme or a patient, for instance, in the verbs surema ‘to die’, sööma ‘to eat’, tapma ‘to kill’, or sulatama ‘to (cause to) melt’. A verb that combines with a CP can have an experiencer argument, as in armuma ‘to fall in love’. The external argument of the verbs that combine with the CP can have the agent thematic role as in sööma ‘to eat’, or tapma ‘to kill’. Having an agent, however, is not a necessary condition for combining with a CP. The evidence comes from verbs that do combine with a CP but lack the agent: sulatama ‘to (cause to) melt’ (the external argument can be a causer different from an agent, for instance, a natural force), armuma ‘to fall in love’ (no agent), or surema ‘to die’ (no agent). The internal arguments of verbs that combine with CPs typically measure out the event (in the sense of Tenny 1994:15).

Examples of verbs that combine with the BP are mängima ‘to play’, jooksma ‘to run’, tegelema ‘to be busy with’, tutvuma ‘(make efforts to) get acquainted to’, or suudlema ‘to kiss’, ehitama ‘to build’, and küpsetama ‘to bake’. In contrast to CPs, the BP does not necessarily occur with verbs with internal arguments that measure out the event, partly since many verbs that occur with the BP do not have a direct internal argument. The thematic role of the internal argument (if there is any) is that of an instrument, a theme, or a patient. On the other hand, the occurrence of the BP is restricted to verbs the external argument of which is a volitional agent.
 
Finally, I discuss verbs that are problematic in frameworks that tightly constrain the relation between direct internal arguments and aspectual phenomena (e.g., delimitedness, cf. Tenny 1994). I will show that there are verbs without direct internal arguments that give rise to delimitedness. These verbs combine only with the BP (e.g., tutvuma ‘to get acquainted to’).
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Examples

(1)
 Hamster 		suri 		ära.
Hamster.nom 		die.3.sg.past 	ära
‘The hamster died.’

(2)
Ta	luges 			raamatu 		läbi.
S/he	read.3.sg.past		book.gen		through/läbi
‘S/he read the book through.’

(3) 
Kas 			lähme 		õue?
Question particle	go.1.pl		out
‘Shall we go out?’

Ei, vaata, 	laps 		tegeleb 	praegu 	nii 	kenasti 	voolimisega.
No look	child.nom	deal.3.sg	now	so 	nicely		modeling.comit
‘No, look, the child is so well busy with modeling.’

Olgu, 	las 	ta 	siis 	tegeleb 	ära ja lähme 		siis.
OK	let	s/he	then	act/deal.3.sg	ära and go.1pl.imperat	then.
‘That’s fine, we’ll go then as soon as s/he’s done with his/her modeling.’

(4) 
Mari 	tutvus 		materjaliga	ära	ja jalutas minema.
M.nom	get-acquainted	material.comit	ära	and walked away.
‘Mari did the getting acquainted with the material and then walked away.’


Causative constructions in the Uralic languages
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Bernard Comrie’s results determined the syntactic study of causative constructions, as studies written on this topic since then either confirmed or questioned the plausibility of Comrie’s case hierarchy system.
	In recent years a lot of studies have been published on the causative constructions of the Uralic languages, which makes it possible to take into consideration data from languages that were mainly unknown to those investigating typology.
	In the syntactic study of causative constructions the most interesting laguages are the ones producing causative verbs by derivative affixes (Comrie’s morphological causative), changing the original verb’s (the basic verb’s) argument structure. As the arguments of the basic verb mainly preserve their grammatical cases, the interesting point is the case choice of the causee. Comrie’s case hierarchy system attempts to explain this case choice.
	The Finnish causative structure fails to obey the rules of Comrie’s case hierarchy system, as the causee is in the adessive case that has an instrumental meaning. This discrepancy is, however, not unique: the same solution is to be found in Hindi, and among the Uralic languages, in Hungarian.
In my presentation, I intend to give a short overview of the causative constructions occuring in Uralic languages. These languages show a rather colourful picture in connection with causation. In most of the Uralic languages the causee gets the dative ending, which is the most likely according to Comrie’ system. There are languages, however, (like Votyak and some Lapp dialects) where the causee and the base verb’s original objects both get the accusative case. The causee has a case with instrumental meaning in Finnish, Hungarian and Mordvin. However, in Ob-Ugrian languages some phenomena seem to contradict Comrie’s results: the basic verb’s original object is in the instrumental, the causee remais in the nominative (the nominative is both the subject’s and the the object’s case, the word order distinguishes the two roles from each other). If we investigate the object marking of the Ob-Ugrian languages more thoroughly, it becomes obvious that it is not the Ob-Ugrian causative construction that fails to obey the tipological tendencies. The reason is that there are two possible structures with object in Ob-Ugrian languages, and the causative structure derived from both of them obeys the condition that the causee gets the hierarchy’s highest position which is not occupied; so not even these structures seem to contradict Comrie’s results.
The investigation of the causative constructions in the Uralic languages can be informative in one more way: if we study more languages, it is not enough to take into consideration only one level of the linguistics for the prediction of the case choice for the causee: besides syntax, semantics can also have a major role, not to mention pragmatics.
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Effected objects and related phenomena: How to change valency without overt marking 

In linguistic literature, several cases of non-overtly marked valency changes have been discussed. The most well known cases are probably labile verbs (to break a bottle vs. the bottle broke), locative alternation (to load hay on the truck vs. to load the truck with hay) and resultative constructions (to cry oneself hoarse). In this paper, we will add a further case to the class of phenomena that valency oriented syntactic approaches have problems dealing with. We will discuss non-overtly marked valency changes in Finnish and focus on examples such as (1) and (2):

(1)		Edwards 	loikki 					kauden 			kärkituloksen. (HS 2.7.2001, p. D5)
		Edwards		jump.PAST.3SG		season.GEN	top.result.ACC
		'Edwards reached the current season’s top result (in the triple jump).'
(2)		Menendez 	heitti 						maailmanennätyksen. (HS 2.7.2001, p. D5)
		Menendez	throw.PAST.3SG		world.record.ACC
		'Menendez broke the world record (in the javelin).'

In (1), a conventionally intransitive verb is used transitively. On the other hand, in (2), a transitive verb occurs with an object that is not primarily selected by the verb. These sentences express resultativity: the activity performed by the agent participant results in achieving the entity expressed in the object.  The objects in (1) and (2) can be considered as effected objects: neither the top result nor the world record exists before the competition is over. They are created while competing.
		The paper provides a description of sentences such as (1) and (2) as well as the verbs and the nominal constituents occurring in them. Furthermore, we will discuss questions concerning valency changes. We will argue that for the understanding of valency changes the role of the context is crucial. Sentences such as (1) and (2) occur recurrently in newspaper articles reporting sports events. It seems to us that the specific context and corresponding extralinguistic factors play an important role in explaining valency: the valency alternations discussed in this paper can be explained by the fact that the activities in competitive sports are result orientated. In (1) and (2), the verbs loikkia ‘jump’ and heittää ‘throw’ are not used in their basic meanings. Instead the verbs express means to achieve a desired result. In addition, the effected object referents are ready to get a linguistic representation, being by definition salient participants.
		What does the data tell us about valency? The obvious conclusion is that valency is not a stable but flexible property and can be affected by context. 


Katrin Hiietam

A Mixed Relation – the Status of the Argument in Estonian Impersonal Constructions.
		
This paper addresses the grammatical status of the argument in Estonian impersonal constructions. It has been established that the Estonian impersonal construction exists in parallel to the canonical passive (or personal passive) construction and that it can be viewed as a type of passive. This conclusion has been drawn due to the fact that in impersonal constructions occurs both promotion of the object and demotion of the subject to a certain extent (e.g. Rajandi 1997, Vihman 2001, Hiietam 2003). However, semantically these two passive constructions can be distinguished in terms of dynamicity and morpho-syntax (e.g. Rajandi 1997, Vihman 2002, Vihman & Hiietam 2002, Hiietam 2003). While personal passives are formed using an auxiliary, as in (1), the impersonal construction is formed by an impersonal verbal morpheme, as (2) illustrates:

(1)   Ta 						oli 							valitsuse 						poolt 	maalt 						välja 	saadetud.
       3.sg.nom		be.past.3			government.gen	by				country.abl	out		sent.prtc
	‘He was deported from the country by the government.’

(2)   Ta 						saadeti 								valitsuse 						poolt 		maalt 					välja.
       3.sg.nom		sent.past.imps			government.gen	by				country.abl	out		
 ‘He was deported from the country by the government.’ (lit. One deported him from the country, by the government)      (Erelt et.al. 1993:30)

In impersonals, as with personal passives, there is syntactic evidence that the subject of the corresponding active construction has been demoted, that is, it is possible to add this NP in the derived constructions by the ‘by-phrase’, as shown in (1) and (2) above. Nevertheless, promotion of the object NP has been debatable and the question of the status of the argument in impersonals has remained controversial. There are linguists who claim that the sole argument in impersonal constructions is a grammatical object which is topicalised, since it does not trigger verb agreement (e.g. Erelt et.al. 1993, Vihman 2002, Blevins 2003). On the other hand, there are also those who claim that this NP stands somewhere between a subject and an object because it possesses properties of both grammatical relations (e.g. Erelt et.al 2000, Hiietam 2003).

The topicalised nominative NPs in both personal and impersonal passives are similar in terms of two coding properties, that is, case marking and clause initial position. Yet, when applying the established syntactic tests for subjecthood, such as reflexivisation, control and raising (e.g. Comrie 1989, Andrews 1985, Zaenan, Maling, Thrainsson 1985, Carnie 2002) we see that the sole argument in impersonals behaves as a grammatical subject only in terms of reflexivisation. At the same time, it also passes one language family-specific syntactic object test, namely negation (see Holmberg & Nikanne 2002 for this test). Therefore, we can conclude that this NP possesses syntactic properties of both grammatical relations. In view of this, we can claim that the sole argument in Estonian impersonal constructions has been promoted partially and the valency of the verb has been reduced partially through impersonalisation.
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Pragmatics of Case and Voice in Eastern Khanty

The presentation outlines possible types of discourse-pragmatic functions and kinds of propositional-semantic content associated with the 3 construction types in the Eastern Khanty - a Finno-Ugric language spoken in the North-Western Siberia. Selected methodology includes contrastive morpho-syntactic and contextual analysis, attending to the information structure and extra-linguistic meta data, in the general cognitive-functional framework. The analysis bases on the narrative corpus and elicited tokens. 

(i) The active-direct clause marks both transitivity and definiteness of the O argument by using either subjective or objective conjugation paradigms. 

(ii) The passive illustrates the promotion of the non-agent referent to the S relation, demotion of the agent referent to a non-S relation - an oblique locative-marked argument, and attributive participial clauses may approximate the core of the proposition. It exemplifies pragmatically motivated surrender of the authority/control and a shift in topicality, by altering the centrality of the referents in the proposition. 

(iii) The ergative clause type displays markedness (locative case) of the agent referent and Ø-marked non-agent/target. Verbal morphology remains “active”, demonstrating regular S/A-V and O-V agreement pattern. Its functional motivation is different from either NP- or TAM-split. Ergative appears here a marginal construction type, used mainly to mark transitive S/A, where it is possible to use Ergative beside Accusative in the same TAM, using the same S/A and O, while actual difference in the meaning of the constructions lies in the emphasis of constituents. 

Consistently with early hypothesis, both non-canonical, passive and "ergative" construction types are viewed as facilitating the signaling of the information structure of the proposition - topicality/definiteness/centrality (Lambrecht 1994). Based on discourse-narrative analysis, it is hypothesized, that a wide cognitive faculty, facilitating the organization and structuring of information, governs the choice between the 3 construction types, instrumentalized via formal morphosyntactic means available in the system of the language: case, transitivity/voice, definiteness.
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